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In rural areas we have very good things:

our family and our friends....
the community groups we are part of....
and the farms that supports us.

pure air,
nature,
space...
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We all dream about improving our farm
We want to have well-organized crops....
Good harvests...

Sell our produce at a good price.....
Repair our homes.....

In other words, we all think about improvementss.

But improving depends on having
better incomes.

In order to have better incomes
you must produce good things

and sell them properly.

And how can we improve
what we produce?

This question is very important.
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We can improve what
we produce by:

Learningg new things 
about crops that we
already grow.

Finding out
about crops and practices 
that we do not know.

Testingg new things 
little by little.

In other words, doing research
in order to find new things  that work
before risking time and money on something
that we do not know.

When we do researchh, we test something new to see
how it works.. A neighbour proposed planting a new crop
in a large field.

Before accepting
the new idea, we will try
growing it on a small 
plot to see if it will
do well.

If the new crop grows
poorly, the experiment
shows us that it is better
not to risk planting it in large
areas.

If the new crop does well,
we can be more confident

about planting large areas.

By doing research we
learn to make better 

decisions.
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Sometimes we have
questions or problems. 
Solving them alone
can be difficult.

Our neighbours
may have
the same problems.

Maybe they have to solve the same problem as I do. 

Working together, we can find
better answers to our questions
about how to improve our agriculture.

If several farmers in the village 
who would like to do research together,

we can form a Local Agricultural Research Committee.
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In one community farmers had questions 
about bean varieties. 

The Local Agricultural Research Committe
 is testing new varieties and comparing them 
with the varieties that they already know.

They want to find out which varieties
do best in the village.

In another village there were questions about the varieties
of carrots that could be planted and the amount

of chicken manure that should be applied.

The Local Agricultural Research Committee
is testing new seeds and different amounts of fertilizer.
They are keeping track of expenses to find out
which variety is more profitable.

hW at
d e a t
o w w n

t kn wo o ?
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Who can join a Local Agricultural Research
Committee?

The Committeee is elected by a group of farmers
or by the whole community.

Our Committeee consists of four persons.
When we do research, we work with other farmers.

The four of us try to answer the questions
that interest our community.

Our Committee works with all the farmers
who want to do research.

treatment
control

treatment

treatment
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How are Local Agricultural Research
Committees organized?

A Treasurer

A Communicator

Together we do research and test ways to improve
agriculture in our community.

A Leaderr A Secretary

The four members
of our Committee
are from the village
 We have several
responsibilities
and work as a team.

What does each member 
of the Research Committee do?

The secretary
manages the information 

from the experiments.

The leaderr make sure we finish
our tasks on time.

The treasurerr manages the
Committee's fund.

The communicator
tells everyone about the results

of our research.
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The Leader

makes sure we talkk with professionals
from the agricultural services

about our research,

organizes
meetings

and

makes sure  that
 the Committeee does

everything
it has planned.

The leader should be very active,
responsible and cooperative.

The Secretary reads to us
from handbooks like this one,

The Secretary

 organizes
our notes in a place

where the community
can use them.

The Secretary should be careful
and well-organized. 

The secretary likes
to take notes. 

m t ngsee i

e i exper m nts

results
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The Treasurer takes care
of our money,

our tools
and other things

we use for our research,

He or she keeps track
of our funds,

and buys the thingss we need
for our experimentss.

The Treasurer should be
very honest and responsible. 

The Communicator

talks with the communityy to identify agricultural problems
and opportunities and ideas for the experiments; 

and

looks for experienced farmers
to get ideas for the experiments.
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The Communicator  identifies the training
that the Committee needs to organize the experiments,

and talks with other farmers
about the results.

The Communicator should be
 very sociable and should enjoy talking with people.

How do the members of the
Local Agricultural Research Committee

organize their work?

They have ruless that
help to organize the work.

ar tech ac ristics:
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With whom does the Local Agricultural
Research Committee work?

We meet with other Committees.

We share knowledge and experiences
with other local groups.

The work of the Committees
is for the benefit of everyone.

We communicate constantly
with the community.
We work with researchers
and extension offices from
the agricultural services.
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How does a Committee work with a Community?

We meet with the community to decide 
what new ideas or questions 
to investigate.

We plan our experiments
with farmers who have experience 
with the crop
or the practices
we are going
to test.

Several farmers are trying out new ideas in our village.

They know a lot about our agriculture.
They have ideas about new ways to improve our farms.
Some know a lot about soils.

Others have tested seeds, crops or ways
to feed animals on their own.

Our Committee organizes
meetings with these farmers.
We work  with them  to share their knowledge.
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After each experiment
we meet with the community 
to discuss the results.

We organize meetings with people from
the agricultural services when the farmers request them.

How does the Local Agricultural Research
Committee work with agricultural research
and extension services?

We tell them which are the important topics
in our community.
We ask them for information, suggestions or ideas 
to improve agriculture.

We analyze what they propose to see whether
it is worth testing.
We test the most interesting new ideas that they offer.

We share the results of our research
with the community because we all need

to improve our agriculture.
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And how do we work with other Agricultural
Research Committees?
The Committee communicates with other Committees.
In our region there are already several Committees.
As we all are all trying to improve agriculture, 
the committees organize a way to get together,

to share our experiences and compare our experimentss.
In that way we can share the good results
and avoid repeating mistakes.

Local Agricultural Research Committees 
follow a series of steps.
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We begin our research,
by describing and analysing the agriculture

in our community.
The second step is planningg.
We prepare and organize what
we need for the experiments.

This step is very important.
By planning the experiments carefully

 we can be more confident of our results.This is called a diagnosiss.
It serves to identify problems

or questions that we need to answer.

• takes S

• Shovels

• S dee s

• zt lFer i i er

• St inr g

• Cu  f r easurp o  m ing
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In the third step 
we reach an agreement

on the things that we are going to do
for our research.

After we design an experimentt,
we follow the plan carefully.

In the fourth step, called evaluationn,
we monitor or follow the progress

of the experiment.

We observe and evaluate the experiments
during the growing period until the harvest

in order to learn from the results.

e ti izeF r l r
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Our work is progressing nicely.
We reach the fifth step. We analyze the resultss.

The conclusions reached by the Local Agricultural
Research Committees become recommendations

that we make to our communities.

We finish an experiment, we share the results
with the community

to improve agriculture for everyone.

Once the products have been harvested,
we can reach conclusions about yield, costs,

labour needs and many other things that interest us.
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We have gone through several steps:

• Diagnosis
• Planning
• Experimenting
• Evaluation
• Analysis of results
• Recommendations to community

There are still some questions that need
to be resolved and new things to be tested....

We can start over again!

Seco dn
E p rim nx e e t


